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will have significant repercussions for services to the public. However, the full extent of the effects 
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The 25% reduction in funding for the Forestry Commission announced in the 2010 Spending Review 
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will have significant repercussions for services to the public. However, the full extent of the effects 
on forest research is not yet clear. Forest Research, the principal orga
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implications for spending and research are viewed as inevitable. 
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The 25% reduction in funding for the Forestry Commission announced in the 2010 Spending Review 
closures and reduced services to the public

will have significant repercussions for services to the public. However, the full extent of the effects 
on forest research is not yet clear. Forest Research, the principal orga

related research, secures approximately 66% of its funding 
and therefore an effect on forest research both within and outside the Forest Research 

agency is also expected. In addition to funding cuts, the Forestry Commission is to be substantially 
an Advisory Panel is yet to confirm the future role and structure of the Commission, but 

implications for spending and research are viewed as inevitable. 

In light of these fiscal and structural uncertainties, 
forest research as at risk, and to focus initially on areas of particular and immediate concern.

External recruitment to Forest Research is frozen at pre
time equivalent permanent staff will be cut by 25, and that non

09 staffing levels
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The 25% reduction in funding for the Forestry Commission announced in the 2010 Spending Review 
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The 25% reduction in funding for the Forestry Commission announced in the 2010 Spending Review 
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and therefore an effect on forest research both within and outside the Forest Research 
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6. The Forestry Commission is the main funder of forest research in the UK.
 

7. The vast majority of the Forestry Commission’s research budget is allocated directly to Forest 
Research. The Forestry Commission therefore offers fewer opportunities to support independent 
research by universities and the private sector directly.  
 

8. There is a need for more openness and clarity on how public funds for Forestry Commission 
research are allocated. 
could build on existing relationships, improve competencies, create a more compe
market and provide the opportunity for holistic research.
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universities. The majority of this research is focussed on tropical forestry; knowledge is there
utilised only for management of forests outside the UK.
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on fundamental research topics that are relatively disconnected from applied issues. This narrowly 
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the UK, and is specifically 
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The Forestry Commission is the main funder of forest research in the UK.

The vast majority of the Forestry Commission’s research budget is allocated directly to Forest 
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schools at Bangor, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Oxford has decreased core c
remaining expertise has been restructured and placed
forest research at Universities has therefore been steadily eroded. 

How priorities in forest research are set and resources allocate

The Forestry Commission is the main funder of forest research in the UK.

The vast majority of the Forestry Commission’s research budget is allocated directly to Forest 
Research. The Forestry Commission therefore offers fewer opportunities to support independent 
research by universities and the private sector directly.  

is a need for more openness and clarity on how public funds for Forestry Commission 
research are allocated. Improved partnership with universities, NGOs and the private sector 
could build on existing relationships, improve competencies, create a more compe
market and provide the opportunity for holistic research.

The Research Councils (specifically NERC) fund a significant amount of forest research by UK 
universities. The majority of this research is focussed on tropical forestry; knowledge is there
utilised only for management of forests outside the UK.

The Research Councils fund a limited amount of UK
on fundamental research topics that are relatively disconnected from applied issues. This narrowly 
ocussed research does not traverse the science

done into the broader ecology and management of British forests outside of Forest Research. This 
is particularly important given our increased need for und
management on a landscape scale. 

How the UK’s capability in forest research compares with other countries

Forest research in the UK had tended to be under
e has now been some convergence, but this is mainly due to widespread austerity 
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The Forestry Commission is the main funder of forest research in the UK.

The vast majority of the Forestry Commission’s research budget is allocated directly to Forest 
Research. The Forestry Commission therefore offers fewer opportunities to support independent 
research by universities and the private sector directly.  

is a need for more openness and clarity on how public funds for Forestry Commission 
Improved partnership with universities, NGOs and the private sector 

could build on existing relationships, improve competencies, create a more compe
market and provide the opportunity for holistic research.

The Research Councils (specifically NERC) fund a significant amount of forest research by UK 
universities. The majority of this research is focussed on tropical forestry; knowledge is there
utilised only for management of forests outside the UK.

The Research Councils fund a limited amount of UK
on fundamental research topics that are relatively disconnected from applied issues. This narrowly 
ocussed research does not traverse the science–policy interface. Because of this, little research is 

done into the broader ecology and management of British forests outside of Forest Research. This 
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